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and it is perhaj immaterial a to him whether he is party plaintiff or defendant. Helen M. Seal, by stipulation, was made parry
defendant, but an order of the Court signed October 24th, 1MH,
contain the following, "said suit shall hereafter be en tj tied
Marv ( '. Aldrieh, Helen B. King, Henrv S. Swinton, Helen M.
Seal and Xorman Brown hv W. C. Kinir, hi next friend, vs.
Priscilla E. Hassinger, Annio M. Turton and Henrietta E. Bos
and Douglas K. Brown." It will be observed that Mrs. Seal is
still improperly joined a party plaintiff and that Charles E. S.
Swinton ami Ilattie K. Brown by the same order an' left out
of the case entirely with nothing on the record to show the reason
therefor. The interests of Charles E. S. Swinton are directly op- jMed to those of Man- - C. Aldrieh, Helen I. King, Xorman
Brown and Harriet X. Brown, and he should not be a party plaintiff in this action a he has not now and never has had independent counsel herein, and has not personally made any appearance
in the case. While it is not mressarv that a jwrty plaintiff having interests adverse to the other plaintiffs should in equity Ikj a
it is essential that the record
defendant; (1 Pom. Eq. J nr. p.
show that he i represented, if he le made a party plaintiff, but no
attorney can represent conflicting interests in a case.
"An attorney cannot accept employment from adverse litigants
nt the same time and in the same controversy, though his intentions and motives are honest. The rule is a rigid one and designed, not alone to prevent ti e dishonest practitioner from fraudulent conduct, but as well, to preclude the honest practitioner
from putting himself in a josition where he may 1k required to
choose between conflicting dutie, 0r le led to an attemjit to
conflicting interests rather than to enforce to their full
extent the rights and interest which he fhould alone represent."
Stromj r. International lUtihlinj Lmn tC-- Inrrntinmt Union,
2 111. App. 42? and teo Weeks on Attorneys p. "4S, 15 Ency.
PId. Ar Pr. p. 5S. It is a familiar rule of equity that all persons
materially interested in the event of the suit, must be made
purties. This confusion with reference to the parties and their
apiK'arance is, in all probability, due to the fact that this litigation has been before the Courts, in one way or another, since
1SD1, and mdny different counsel have appeared in the ease. As
I desire that no misunderstanding shall arise with reference to
what I have aWe stated, I will say that no reflection of any kind
is directed against counsel in the casey either for the real plaintiffs
or the defendants, for nothing could be more honorable than
their conduct in their most able presentation of this .case.
Counsel for Mrs. Aldrieh, Mrs. King, Harriet X. Brown and
Xorman Brown, who should le the real 'plaintiffs in this case as
it now stands, rely for relief upon two grounds. They, in the
first place, contend that a precatory trust was created. While
the doctrine of precatory trust is firmly established it is certainly
looked upm with great disfavor. 2 Pom. Eq. Jur. Sec. 1017.
The doctrine defends upon, a presumption of law that a person
9
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I am unable to concur in the opinion of the Court. Were I
not satisfied that the defendants should prevail in this case a
difficulty presents itself which cannot be overcome on this appeal
as the ca.--c now stands.
The original plaintiff were Mary C. Aldnch, Helen B. King,
Harriet X. Brown, Henry S. Sainton, Charles E. S. Swinton,
Helen M. Seal and Xorman Brown, and Douglas K. Brown, by
their next friend W. C. King.
Henry S. Swinton has practically disclaimed in his testimony,
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The distinction is this: If A
voluntarily conveys land to 15, the latter having taken no measures to procurt' the conveyance, hut accepting it, and verbally
promising to hold the .property in trust for C, the ca.e falls within
the statute, and chancer' will not enforce the parol promise. But
if A was intending to convey the land direcfly to C, and B interposed ami advised 4
to convey directly to C, hut to convey
to him, promising, if A would do ?o, he, B, would hold the land
in trust for C, chancery will lend its aid to enforce the trust, upon the ground that B obtained the title by fraud and imposition
upon A. The distinction may fcem nice, but it is well "established. In the one case B has had no agency in procuring the conveyance to himself. In the other he has had an active and fraudulent agency. In the one case he has done nothing to prevent a
conveyance to the intended beneficiary. In the other he has, by
false promises, diverted to himself a conveyance about to bo made
to another.'' fsnitrif r. Lnntnjj 51 111.
See also Lariiion r. Knhht, 140 111. 232; Doml r. Tucker,
41 Conn. 107, 10S, 205; Fischbrck v. frrm, 112 111. 208, 214;
Ifooktr r. Axfortl,
Mich. 4."2, 450; Harrow r. (IrrrnoiKjh,
3 Vesey Jr. l.M, 154; and tiiffvn r. Taylor, l.!) Ind. 373.
Some of the cases seem to go to the extent of holding that even
where the promise to hold for the lenefit of another, or to convey
to another, is made in good faith, if the grantee thereafter declines to carry out his agreement, equity wili grant relief by declaring the grantee a trustee; but we need not now pass upon tjiat
question.
Ilattie Brown, one of the nieces, died after the trial and prior
to the filing of the bill of revivor. The record fails to show who
her heirs are.
In view of the conclusion we have reached on the subject of
the constructive trust, it becomes unnecessary for us to consider
the question of a precatory trust.
In our opinion, Priscilla E.
Annie H. Turton and
1
Henrietta E. Jihs, the heirs of W. James Smith, deceased, should,
be declared trustee. of the property deserilcd in the deed under
consideration for the use of Mary C. A hi rich, Helen B. King,
Xorman Brown and Douglas K. Brown, and other, if any, the
heirs of Harriet X. Brown, and should be ordered to convev the
said projHTty by a good and sufficient deed to said lieneficiaries.
The case is remanded to the Circuit Judge of the First Circuit,
with instructions to correct, in the particulars above specified,
the decrees reviving the original cause, if it be found that such
decrees were in fact erroneous in those respects, to ascertain vh i
the heirs of Harriet X. Brown arc, and to enter a decree in
with the foregoing views.
Kin in if, Halloa d- Mv(Uinahan and . .1. ll'vjelow for com-
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using words of belief, desire, will, request, wish, hope, etc.,
to give to 'those expressions the meaning of direction,
command, etc. The doctrine is applicable V) wills which are
made in contemplation of death and not to deeds. In a, will the '
testator must leave to others the execution of his wishes. He is
obliged to substitute as it were the discretion of another for his
own. If it is claimed that the deed in question was to serve the
purpose of a will, the answer is. that it was not a will, and I do not
believe in extending the doctrine of precatory trust. Even'
though the deed created a precatory trust it would contravene
tho contention of the real plaintiffs. By the deed the relatives
within the second degree of consanguinity would be the cestuis
que trustant, but counsel for the real plaintiffs rely upon parol '
proof to establish the trust in their behalf in common with
Douglas K. Brown. This is directly contrary to every principle
of law and equity. It is an attempt to vary a written instrument
by parel proof, which manifestly cannot be done. 1 Perry on
Trusts, 3rd p. 113, in note and case there cited; Irvine r. Sullivan, Law Rep. 8 Eq. 073.
"When parties have deliberately put their engagements into
writing, in such terms as import a legal obligation, without any
uncertainty as to the object or extent of such engagements, it is
conclusively presumed that the whole engagement of the parties
and the extent and manner of their undertaking was reduced to
writing, and all oral testimony of a previous colloquim between
the parties, or of conversation of declarations at the time when
it was completed or afterwards, as it would tend in many instances to. substitute a new and different contract from the one
which was really agreed upon, to the prejudice, possibly of one
of the parties, is rejected." 1 Greenleaf Evi., 13th Ed., p. 321.
"The writing, it is true, may be read by the light of surrounding circumstances in order more perfectly to understand the intent and meaning of the parties, but as they have constituted
the writing to be the only outward and visible expression of their
meaning, no other words are" to be added to it, or substituted in
its stead. The duty of the court in such cases is to ascertain, not
what the parties may have secretly intended, as contradistinguished from what their words express, but what is the meaning
of the words they have used." Id. 322.
"The rule excludes only parol evidence of the
language of the parties, contradicting, varying or adding to that
which is contained in the written instrument, and this because
they have themselves committed to writing all which thev deem
ed necessary to give full expression to their meaning, and because
of the mischiefs which would result if verbal testimony, in such
'
'
cases were received." Id. p. 328.
The degrees of consanguinity should be computed according
to the common law; but if it was intended to create a trust and
it is uncertain under which rule the degrees are to be computed,
and for this reason the deed to Smith is inoperative, the land must
go to all of the heirs of Martha Swinton and not to the real
plaintiffs.
The real plaintiffs in the second place, contend that in case no
precatory trust was created, the facts and circumstances show a
constructive trust. A constructive trust must under the circumstances in this case be established bv actual fraud; there is
.no element of constructive fraud involved. If such a trust exists,
it rests entirely upon a deliberate intent to cheat and defraud
Martjba Swinton when the deed was signed. To sustain this contention the evidence should be clear and convincing. 15 Am. &
Eng. Ency. of Law, 1195; Lmitry v. Lnntnj, 51 111. 458.
Instead of being convinced that there is actual fraud, Iam
convinced to the contrary. Counsel for the real plaintiffs state
the case as strongly in their favor as it can he put. This is what
they say, "Xow those whom she preferretf it is perfectly clear
from the evidence in the case, were the five children already
mentioned, so that it seems pretty clear that at the time W. James
Smith called with reference to tho property Miss Swinton's idea
was still as it had leen for years pasty that the property after her'
death should go to her five nephews and nieces." I cannot consent to brand a man as a scoundrel upon any such theory. That
it is "pretty clear,'1 according to the mind of counsel for the
real plaintiffs, that Miss Swinton's idea was that the "property'
after her death should go to her five nephews and nieces, is not
sufficient. It must be clear. Many things might have happened
between the time when she last spoke to any of her nieces and
nephews in regard to the matter, and the execution of the deed,
which was about one week, according to the view of the testimony
most favorable to the real plaintiffs. Even if it were admitted that
the testimony Tir the real plaintiffs in this regard be true, it would
not necessarily follow that Miss Swinton had not changed her
mind. She might have recognized her ingratitude towards Mr.
Smith, as she saw her end approaching, and have been stricken
with remorse at leing the recipient of his bounty for all those
twenty-thre- e
years, without recognizing him in any way at her
death. She had no one who had any peculiar claims upon her
. but Mr. Smith. She was greatly indebted to him, and is it any
wonder that sle should want to return to him, when she thought
she no longer had any use for it, the property which he had. so
generously given her. She could see that by giving it to her five
nephews and nieces in all probability it would go from him forever, and why should they have it? What had they done for her
to counterbalance the services and generosity of Mr. Smith, not
onlv towards her but towards the members of her family. Under
the circumstances was he not the natural object of her bounty ?
She had even' reason to believe that, owing to the almost paternal
love he had shown for her nephews and nieces, he would give
the property to them or to such of them as he thouglft most
deserving when he should no longer need it I cannot being
myself to believe that this man who had been so good to the
mcimVrs of this family, had any intention in his heart to commit
the fraud now attempted to be fastened upon him. ,It was Miss
Swinton who urged the making of the deed who represented the
necessity for haste. The deed was executed in the light of day,
with tho full knowledge of the family. There was no attempt at
of her mental
concealment. Miss Swinton was in full posses-iofaculties. It must be assumed that she was a woman of intelligence. She spoke English letter than her native tongue. She
took the deed and read it carefully over in the presence of at least
witness
one witness, and then, according to the statement of that
she asked
whose testimony is relied upon by the real plaintiffs,
A. That is the
.i u ; in
o .i
.
oo jutiuc" tloj wnv?
smilll,
Q. She did not
only way I can stop a row, from being a row.
Q. Did
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not Mia Swinton say to Mr. Smith, I want this
in-tend-
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